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Solid-state packing dictates
the unexpected solubility of aromatic peptides
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SUMMARY

The understanding and prediction of the solubility of biomolecules,
even of the simplest ones, reflect an open question and unmet need.
Short aromatic tripeptides are among the most highly aggregative
biomolecules. However, in marked contrast, Ala-Phe-Ala (AFA)
was surprisingly found to be non-aggregative and could be solubi-
lized at millimolar concentrations. Here, aiming to uncover the un-
derlying molecular basis of its high solubility, we explore in detail
the solubility, aggregation propensity, and atomic-level structure
of the tripeptide. We demonstrate an unexpectedly high water sol-
ubility of AFA reaching 672 mM, two orders of magnitude higher
than reported previously. The single crystal structure reveals an
anti-parallel b sheet conformation devoid of any aromatic interac-
tions. This study provides clear mechanistic insight into the struc-
tural basis of solubility and suggests a simple and feasible tool for
its estimation, bearing implications for design of peptide drugs,
peptides materials, and advancement of peptide nanotechnology.
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INTRODUCTION

Although extremely important, the problem of insolubility of peptides and proteins

in aqueous solution is still far from being completely understood.1–3 In nature,

autonomous organization of disordered building blocks into ordered stable assem-

blies is a fundamental process.4 Many major degenerative disorders share the com-

mon etiology of aggregation into amyloid fibrils by proteins and peptides.5

Although, in more recent times, these nanostructures have found interesting appli-

cations as advanced materials for innovative medicine solutions, tissue engineering,

renewable energy, environmental science, nanotechnology, and materials sci-

ence,6,7 the high propensity to assemble into insoluble aggregates is very common

but poses a serious limitation to the production and use of many peptides in a wide

range of biotechnological and pharmaceutical applications.1,8 Increasing the

aqueous solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs is the most frequent requirement

in the pharmaceutical analysis and formulation fields. In principle, for a drug to exert

its biological effect, it must be soluble in and transported by body fluids.9 Many pep-

tide-based drugs with great therapeutic potential are rendered ineffective during

preclinical or clinical trials1 simply because of the problems related to low water sol-

ubility or high propensity for irreversible self-assembly.

The self-assembly process is driven by a wide variety of weak non-covalent interac-

tions,10–12 including hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, Coulombic interac-

tions, and hydrophobic effects. The rate of aggregation of biomolecules has been
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 ª 2021 The Authors.
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shown to be altered significantly by the presence of metal ions.13–16 Although aggre-

gation does not occur under normal physiological conditions, it can be induced in

the presence of certain metal ions, such as copper(II), zinc(II), and iron(II). However,

among these interactions, p-p stacking between aromatic residues of peptide side

chains has been postulated to be the major driving force for early recognition and

acceleration of peptide self-assembly.17–19 A recent in silico analysis aimed to pre-

dict formation of nanostructures by de-novo-designed short peptides has sug-

gested aromatic tripeptides to be the most aggregation-prone biomolecules.20 In

accordance, the aromatic-rich small peptide segment 16KLVFFAE22 was designated

as the nucleating core of the b-amyloid (Ab) peptide because of high aggregation

propensity in producing insoluble fibrillar deposits with cross-b architecture, the

hallmark of the full-length sequence.21,22 In addition, the Phe residues play an

important role in formation of key Ab intermediates with a disordered 310 helical

structure.23 The importance of aromatic moieties is also evident by the abundance

of aromatic residues in amyloid-forming short peptide sequences as well as by the

proposed design rule of amyloid inhibitors to include building units that specifically

target the aromatic residues.24–26 Moreover, applying a reductionist approach, FF,

FFF, and their derivatives have been shown to be strong promoters of peptide ag-

gregation into a variety of nanoarchitechtures.27–29 Replacement of the aromatic

residues with nonaromatic surrogates has been found to completely abrogate or

attenuate aggregation, further signifying the role of aromatic moieties in peptide

self-asssembly.30–32

The solubility of a building unit and the rate of its association process are inversely

related to each other. Physiochemically, the degree of solubility depends on the po-

wer of peptide-solvent cross talk, the types and intensities of electrostatic and

hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals interactions between the peptides and water

molecules at the expense of peptide-peptide interactions. Protein and peptide ag-

gregation is also strongly dependent on the concentration of the aggregating bio-

molecules because of their solubility limits. At the initial stage of the aggregation

process, the biomolecular aggregates are completely soluble but gradually become

insoluble while enhancing protein association as they exceed solubility limits, result-

ing in protein/peptide precipitation.33,34 However, significantly different solubility

of analogous peptide sequences with similar polarities and numbers of probable

H-bonding sites remains a mystery. In this context, uncovering the underlying fea-

tures that determine the ultimate solubility of biomolecules is of the utmost impor-

tance for basic science as well as for design of efficient peptide drugs.

In contrast to the commonly observed self-assembly propensity of aromatic short

peptides, manifested in fast and efficient aggregation into ordered nanostructures

in aqueous solution, AFA has been found, surprisingly, to be non-aggregative and

quite highly soluble, with a reported critical concentration of up to 10 mM.35–37 Pri-

mary study of its solution structure via solution NMR showed a combination of

inverse g turn and b strand conformations.36 Follow-up studies revealed that AFA ex-

ists as an ensemble of rapidly interconverting conformers in aqueous solution,37 but

its unexpected solubility remains unexplained.

Here we extensively explore the solubility, aggregation propensity, and solid-state

structure relationship of AFA and compare them with those of analogous peptides.

We uncover that AFA can be solubilized up to a concentration of 672 mM at room

temperature and 720 mM at 90�C. These values are unexpectedly high, considering

the solubility of aromatic short peptides,2,38 and two orders of magnitude higher

than the previously reported solubility of AFA. The solid-state structure reveals
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021
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formation of an antiparallel b sheet organization surprisingly devoid of any aromatic

p-p stacking between molecular units. Simple sequence shuffling results in

decreased solubility by an order of magnitude for AAF (105 mM) and FAA

(42 mM). The crystal structure of AAF demonstrates transformation of the molecular

orientation into a helical structure with strong face-to-face p-p stacking interactions.

In addition, screening of a focused peptide library at different length scales further

confirms the aromatic stacking-dependent solubility of aromatic peptides. Our work

clearly establishes that the solubility of analogous short peptides with similar polarity

and H-bonding sites is determined by solid-state packing. These results could

further advance our understanding of peptide solubility and pave the way for

modular design of peptide drugs with high efficiency.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Critical soluble concentration of tripeptide

We first established the threshold concentration of the AFA tripeptide that could be

solubilized in pure water at room temperature and physiological pH of 6.8 (Fig-

ure 1A). Under these conditions, the maximum solubility of AFA was found to be

672 mM, unexpectedly high compared with other well-known short aromatic pep-

tides.2,38 The ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra at different concentrations indicated

no major shift of the peak position, emphasizing the appearance of a yellowish color

because of the extremely high concentrated solution of peptides (Figure S1). Next,

to understand the thermodynamics of solubility, we investigated the dependence of

critical concentration on temperature in the range of 25�C–100�C with a minimum

interval of 10�C (Figure 1A). The solubility increased gradually with temperature

and showed a steep climb to 702 mM at 70�C. Near the boiling point of water,

the solubility reached 710mM. This variation of solubility with temperature indicated

the existence of heat capacity, and the corresponding enthalpy and entropy change

could be realized from a van’t Hoff relation.39 The favorable free energy could arise

from various interactions, such as hydrogen bonding and the presence of salt

bridges. The aromatic side chain could also be engaged in an extended p-stacked

structure that would also cause favorable free energy.40 However, these types of in-

teractions have only a moderate temperature dependence, and the temperature

dependence of solubility or aggregation has been reported to most likely stem

from the contribution of the hydrophobic effect of the aromatic side chains,41 sug-

gesting that such an effect takes place in AFA. Next, the role of electrostatic interac-

tions was explored by measuring the solubility at different pH values and at room

temperature (Figure 1B). The minimal critical concentration was found around pH

6–7 (668 mM), which is the corresponding pH of AFA lyophilized powder in pure wa-

ter. At this pH, the predominant species in solution is the globally neutral, zwitter-

ionic AFA monomer. As the pH of the solution approached the pKa value of either

terminus resulted rapidly increasing concentration of charged monomers; however,

this increased the solubility only very slightly (670 mM and 672 mM). The relatively

strong effect of temperature and weak effect of pH on the critical concentration of

AFA can be rationalized on the basis of relatively weak absolute values of electro-

static driving forces, which are diminished by the strong hydrophobic effect of the

aromatic side chains. At the same time, because the peptide molecules carry one

positive and one negative charge, electrostatic interactions could also be involved

in salt bridge formation.40 To verify the importance of these electrostatic interac-

tions, the solubility was investigated at different ionic strengths, adjusted by

increasing NaCl concentrations from 1 mM to 2 M (Figure 1C). The results showed

that the solubility remained constant for a large range of NaCl concentrations and

started to change only at a very high NaCl concentration of 500 mM or above.
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 3



Figure 1. Solubility versus self-assembly of tripeptides

(A and B) Water solubility of AFA relative to (A) temperature and (B) pH of the solution. The insets in (A) show images of the solution at three different

temperatures. The data represent the mean G SEM for 3 independent experiments.

(C) Solubility of AFA in the presence of different concentrations of NaCl. The data represent the mean G SEM for 3 independent experiments.

(D and E) Comparison of the critical concentrations of AFA, AAF, and FAA at different (D) temperature and (E) pH values. The inset in (D) shows a

magnified graph for AAF and FAA.
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This observation clearly indicates that the effect of NaCl is related to the well-estab-

lished ‘‘salting out’’ effect of hydrophobic molecules, further supporting no signifi-

cant role of the electrostatic effect in solubility of AFA.42,43 Moreover, using different

types of salts having altered cations or anions also had a similar effect, suggesting

that simple electrostatic screening was not much responsible for the solubility of

AFA (Figure S2). Therefore, the hydrophobic and aromatic interactions play the

most striking role in maintaining the favorable energy landscape for the exceptional

high solubility of AFA.

To further understand the role of the hydrophobic effect, we shuffled the sequence of

the native peptide and designed two other possible combinations, AAF and FAA. Sur-

prisingly, although displaying similar hydrophobicity, the two modified tripeptides ex-

hibited solubility of nearly one order ofmagnitude lower comparedwith the parent pep-

tide (105 mM for AAF and 42 mM for FAA) under similar conditions (Figure 1D). The

solubility of both modified peptides revealed a similar dependency on temperature,

although, even at the highestmeasured temperature, the critical concertationwas found

to be nearly 6-fold and 15-fold lower for AAF and FAA, respectively. The critical soluble

concentration was explored at different pH values to understand the effect of electro-

static interactions (Figure 1E). However, similar to AFA, the temperature dependence

stemming from hydrophobic or aromatic effects was found to be more significant

than the driving forces imparted by electrostatic interactions. To obtain the size of exist-

ing clusters in the solution, dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were performed

with a range of sub- and supercritical concentrations in water (Figures 1F and S3). Below

40 mM, for all three peptides, the scattering signal was dominated by monomeric or

small oligomeric species with a diffusion coefficient corresponding to an equivalent

size of approximately 200–400 nm. Above 40 mM, the cluster size of AFA and AAF re-

mained constant, whereas FAA showed a presence of larger insoluble subcritical struc-

tures approximately 2000 nm in size. These significantly larger clusters dominated the

scattering intensity by the Rayleigh scattering relation.41 When the concentration

reached 100mM, AAF showed formation of insoluble large prenucleation clusters ormi-

celles approximately 4,000 nm in size, indicating insolubility and an aggregation pro-

cess. However, the size of clusters formed by AFA persisted, signifying the presence

of non-aggregative monomeric species even at this high concentration or above.

Solubility and self-assembly/aggregation are opposite processes; the higher the sol-

ubility, the lower the aggregation. Support for this notion was obtained from the DLS

results because AFA failed to form any higher-ordered structures even at very high

concentrations. Aggregation was followed by investigating the nanostructures pro-

duced by the three peptides in solution. Scanning electron microscopy images

showed AFA to mainly exist as monomers or small oligomers even after allowed

to self-assemble for 2 weeks. Large-scale images capturing the entire area of solu-

tion drop clearly indicated the absence of any kind of ordered nanostructure (Figures

1G, 1H, and S4). During the drying process, the soluble AFA monomers were mainly

deposited in a ring-like fashion along the original drop edge because of a coffee ring

effect. Magnification of the edge of these drops showed deposition of unordered

particulate materials resulting from coalescence of monomers. Upon increasing
(F) Calculated Stokes hydrodynamic diameter distribution of three tripeptide clusters in solution at different concentrations at pH 6.8 and room

temperature.

(G–N) Scanning electron microscopy images of the resultant architectures after 2 weeks of self-assembly of (G–J) AFA, (K and L) AAF, and (M and N) FAA.

The top panels show the entire area of the solution drop, and the corresponding magnified areas marked by green squares are shown in the bottom

panels. The insets in (L) and (N) show the probability distribution of fiber width.

(O–Q) FTIR spectra of (O) AFA, (P) AAF, and (Q) FAA.

Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 5
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the concentration, larger crystalline clusters were found to deposit; however, no

indication of formation of ordered assembled structures was observed (Figures 1I

and 1J). On the other hand, AAF and FAA exhibited formation of well-ordered

and closely entangled networks of fibers consisting of filaments that bundled into

larger twisted fibrils because of self-assembly of small nucleating sites even at lower

concentrations (Figures 1K–1N and S5). The average diameter of the filaments was

approximately 2–3 mm with only a minor variation between the tripeptides, as calcu-

lated using a histogram. Therefore, the significant differences in solubility and

aggregation of similar hydrophobic analogous peptides, along with an observed

minimal effect of electrostatic interactions, most likely indicate that molecular struc-

ture, atomic-level packing, and aromatic stacking might play a pivotal role in

solubility.

To characterize the secondary structure of the tripeptides, we used Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy techniques. For AFA, the

FTIR spectra at solid statemanifested a sharp amide I peak at 1,631 cm�1with a shoul-

der at 1,687 cm�1, indicating the predominant b sheet structure (Figure 1O).44 How-

ever, the amide I peak shifted to 1,636 cm�1 and 1,635 cm�1 for AAF and FAA,

respectively, indicating structural transition toward a helical conformation (Figures

1P and 1Q). The CD spectrum of AFA at room temperature showed a clear positive

ellipticity in the far-UV region with distinct double maxima at 197 and 217 nm, in

accordance with previous studies (Figure S6A),36,37 and provide support for a domi-

nant b strand conformation. The CD spectrum of AAF showed similar doublemaxima

with positive peaks at the same positions but a significantly different intensity ratio

compared with the CD spectra of AFA (Figure S6D). Apparently, the corresponding

differences in intensity ratios for AFA and AAF indicate different dihedral angles.35

FAA exists preferably in a polyproline II (PPII)-type turn conformation because the

CD spectra exhibited a negative maximum at 197 nm and a positive peak at

218 nm (Figure S6G).35 To gain knowledge regarding the effect of temperature

and pH on molecular conformation, CD spectra were acquired at different pH values

(2.4–10.5) and temperatures (10�C–90�C) (Figure S6). Identical spectra were ob-

tained at all the studied pH values, indicating conformation rigidity in the studied

pH range. Upon increasing the temperature, the intensity of the CD signal decreased

very slightly, likely because of partial unfolding. Moreover, our earlier study showed

that ROESY spectra acquired in the presence of 10mM to 1MNaCl and at pH 1.2 and

12.1 did not significantly alter theNOE pattern,36 further confirming the limited influ-

ence of the charged terminal groups on molecular conformation and solubility.

Solid-state packing of tripeptides

Next, to identify the most stable molecular conformation and preferred packing of

the aromatic moieties, we grew diffraction-quality single crystals of AFA and AAF un-

der similar conditions as used for other studies and analyzed their structure. Unfor-

tunately, we were unable to produce diffractable single-crystal of FAA. The funda-

mental mechanisms underlying the oriented organization process into hierarchical

self-assembly and macroscopic crystallization still remain unclear.12 Different kinds

of nanostructures and morphologies are stabilized according to the balance be-

tween noncovalent acceptor (hydrogen-bond acceptor, HBA) ability, polarity,

surface tension, and dielectric constant, which fuse or dissociate to produce macro-

scopic crystals. Thus, we speculate that a correlation of the differences in rate of ag-

gregation at nanoscale within specific timescale and macroscopic crystallization be-

tween FAA, AFA, and AAF is not feasible. The single-crystal structure of AFA

revealed that two peptide molecules crystallized with water, acetic acid, and tri-

fluoroacetic acid, one molecule of each, in the asymmetric unit of the monoclinic
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021



Figure 2. Solid-state structures of AFA and AAF

(A–F) AFA (CCDC:1834550):28 shown are (A) the asymmetric unit; (B) the torsion angle of Phe2 for the two different molecules present in the asymmetric

unit; (C) a Ramachandran plot of the allowed dihedral angles of Phe2 residues in red and orange, showing preference for the b sheet conformation; (D)
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P21 space group (Figure 2A).28 In the solid-state structure, all counterions were pre-

sent with the peptide at a 1:1 ratio as part of their solid-phase synthesis and included

in the crystals because of their role in packing; therefore, the solution should also

contain equimolar concentrations of the tripeptide and its counterion. The two pep-

tide molecules adopted a similar conformation with no intramolecular H-bond in the

peptide molecules, which refutes the possibility of a g turn structure. The torsion

angles around the Phe2 residue appeared to play a pivotal role in determining the

overall structural features. The allowed torsion angles of the Phe2 residue were con-

strained within the b sheet region of the Ramachandran plot,45 with 42 and c2 values

of �141.77� and 144.12� for molecule A and �140.72� and 130.43� for molecule B,

respectively (Figures 2B–2D). The tripeptide molecules exhibited two conventional

NH3
+... –OOC head-to-tail hydrogen bonds, with the third amine hydrogen involving

the acetic acid or trifluoroacetic acid moiety. In the crystallographic a direction, b

strands were stacked in an antiparallel manner and interacted with the adjacent

strands through intermolecular H-bonds incorporating terminal polar groups and in-

ternal amide groups, producing an antiparallel b sheet conformation (Figures 2D

and 2E). The aromatic side of the Phe residue of one b strand resided in the opposite

side of the next interacting strand, and, surprisingly, no aromatic p-p interactions

were formed in the b sheet conformation (Figure 2F). Moreover, nearby b sheets

were connected through head-to-tail H-bonds between polar head groups in the

crystallographic b direction, generating a 1D layer where all aromatic residues

were positioned on the same face of the layer (Figure S7). The individual layers

stacked to afford a layer-by-layer structural organization of AFA stabilized through

van der Waals interactions. However, p-p interactions between Phe residues were

also not observed within cross-sheets along the b direction. The closest distance be-

tween two Phe residues was 9.5 Å (Figure S7), considerably higher than the defined

distance for p-p interaction (4.5–7 Å).46 Therefore, the solid-state structure of AFA is

a clear exception from the structures of other aromatic short peptides, which are

mainly stabilized by strong aromatic p-p interactions.46 This special arrangement

of the aromatic ring and the absence of p-p stacking could be the molecular basis

of the exceptional solubility of AFA.

The modified tripeptide AAF crystallized with one peptide molecule and one tri-

fluoroacetic acid molecule in the asymmetric unit of the orthorhombic P212121 space

group (Figures 2G–2K, Table S1). Shuffling the Phe moiety position from the central

residue to the C terminus completely altered the molecular conformation of AAF

compared with the native peptide. The allowed torsion angles of the Ala2 were con-

strained in the right handed a-helical region of the Ramachandran plot, with 42 and

c2 values of –86.28� and �29.49�, respectively (Figure 2H). In the crystallographic b

direction, the AAF molecules were connected via head-to-tail H-bonds through tri-

fluoroacetic acid molecules and produced a single helical structure (Figure 2I). Two

nearby helices connected by H-bonds in an antiparallel fashion in the c direction

fabricated the helical dimer (Figure 2I). Adjacent dimers were mated through a hy-

drophobic zipper-like structural interaction exerted by Phe residues and the tri-

fluoroacetic acid side chain, creating a helical sheet-like organization (Figure S8).47,48

Most importantly, in the perpendicular direction (along the a axis), individual helices

were stacked in parallel orientation to produce a single helical strand (Figure 2J).

Together with H-bonds, strong aromatic face-to-face p-p interactions played a
the b sheet structure of AFA; (E) H-bonded antiparallel b sheet arrangement in higher-order packing; and (F) the absence of any p-p stacking

interactions between two adjacent molecules.

(G–K) AAF: shown are (G) the asymmetric unit, (H) the allowed torsion angle of Ala2, (I) helical structure formation by head-to-tail H-bond connection and

the helical dimer, (J) stacking of adjacent helices via H-bond and aromatic interactions, and (K) strong face-to-face p-p stacking in the structure.

8 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021
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pivotal role to stabilize the helical strands (Figures 2K and S8). The centroid-to-

centroid distance of Phe residues between two nearby AAF molecules was 5.32 Å

in the lower region of the proposed p-p stacking distance.46 Therefore, in accor-

dance with other reported aromatic short peptide structures, the presence of aro-

matic p-p interaction in AAF solid-state packing is probably the major influential fac-

tor that determines the lower solubility of AAF compared with AFA. Although we

were unable to produce a diffraction-quality single crystal of FAA, the powder X-

ray pattern of FAA exhibited peaks at similar 2q value positions with AAF (Figure S9).

This indicates a similar atomic-level orientation, equatorial and longitudinal dis-

tances between molecular units, and higher-order organization of FAA with struc-

tural arrangement of AAF, which also resulted in a similar lower solubility.

Effect of aromatic amyloid inhibitors on solubility

Polyphenols such as epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), tannic acid (TA), and rosmarinic

acid (RA) have been well studied as protein aggregation modulators that inhibit forma-

tion of amyloid aggregations as well as dissociate preformed fibrils by preferentially and

reversibly binding to the structures, breaking the initial ordered pattern of two

polymers and greatly reducing their b sheet content and enlarging their conformational

space.3,49–52 The aromatic rings of these polyphenols appear to play a key role by inter-

fering in amyloid aggregation and partially replacing the original amino acids in p-p

stacking. To understand the effect of inhibitors in structural disruption-mediatedmodu-

lation of tripeptide solubility, critical concentration was measured in the presence of

different ratios of EGCG, TA, and RA. The presence of inhibitors at molar ratios ranging

from1:0.1–1:0.3 was unable to significantly alter the solubility of AFA, probably because

of the inability of the inhibitors todisrupt interpeptidep-p stacking (Figure3A).However,

we observed a significant increase in critical soluble concentration of AAF and FAA in a

dose-dependent manner in the presence of polyphenols (Figures 3B and 3C). The AAF

solubility of 105 mM without inhibitor increased sharply to 130 mM and 210 mM in the

presence of increasing amounts of EGCG (1:0.25–1: 0.5). The lower water solubility of

EGCG hindered a further increase of its molar ratio. The effect of TA was found to be

extremely potent because the solubility of AAF could be increased by 3-fold

(340 mM), whereas the ratio reached 1:2 in favor of TA. Addition of RA was also caused

substantial improvementofAAFsolubility to263mMby theoccurrenceofa sameratioof

RA. A similar sharp increase in critical soluble concentration of FAAwas also observedby

increasing the concentration of all three inhibitors interference with peptide stacking.

The results clearly demonstrate the dependence of solubility of the low-soluble aromatic

peptides, but not soluble AFA, on the p-p stacking interactions because increasing the

stacking-disrupting agent enables a gradual increase in solubility by intercalating

peptide aggregation and partial replacement of the peptide molecules in higher-order

p-p stacking.

Aggregation characterization using ESI-IMS-MS

In recent years, important advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have allowed the phe-

nomenon of biological macromolecule aggregation to be uniquely characterized.53–55

Combination of MS with orthogonal techniques such as ion mobility spectrometry

(IMS) manifests a new dimension that also yields insight into the gas-phase structural

composition of the corresponding parent ions. When used in conjunction with electro-

spray ionization (ESI), ESI-IMS-MS has provided interesting structural information of

building units in the gas phase.56–59 To understand aggregation of higher-order

oligomers and non-aggregative characteristics, the tripeptide samples were run on a

homebuilt linear 4-mdrift tube IMSpairedwith a time-of-flight (ToF)mass spectrometer

(Figure S10). The ESI mass spectrum of a 10-mM water solution of AAF at pH 6.8

manifested a predominant presence of higher-order aggregates of different charge
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 9



Figure 3. Structure-dependent solubility of the tripeptides

(A–C) The effect of the polyphenols EGCG (A), TA (B), and RA (C) on modulation of solubility of the tripeptides because of interference with structural

organization. Statistical distribution and p values of tripeptides solubility by the inhibitors compared with their absence is shown. The data represent

the mean G SEM for 3 independent experiments. N.S., not significant; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, ***p < 0.001.

(D–F) ESI-MS mass spectra of (D) AAF, (E) AFA, and (F) FAA (10 mM in water, pH 6.8, 25�C). Circles above the peaks denote the oligomer order. The

number of circles represents the number of monomers in the aggregate. +1, +2, and +3 charge states are represented as cyan, pink, and green circles,

respectively.
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families, as shown in Figures 3D and S11. For the +1 charge state, monomeric and

oligomeric species were the most abundant, followed by dimers through pentamers,

with traces of hexamer ions. High-intensity peaks observed for +2 (heptamer through

undecamer), +3 (decamer through hexadecamer), and +4 (heptadecamer and

nonadecamer) charge states indicated strong aggregation. A typical 2D plot of the

data (a nested drift-[flight] time distribution), recorded upon ESI of the AAF solution,

is shown in Figure 3G and S12. As reported in earlier studies, for amino acids and

peptides, peaks fall linearly into families according to their charge states.56,57 Under

the experimental conditions employed here, AAF showed a multitude of higher-order

species comprisingfivedistributionsof charge states: [n(AAF)+H]+ (n=1–6,wheren cor-

responds to the number of monomer units), [n(AAF)+2H]2+ (n = 6–13), [n(AAF)+3H]3+

(n = 10–21), [n(AAF)+4H]4+ (n = 17 to 24), and [n(AAF)+5H]5+ (Table S2). The extensive

populationof the+4andhigher charge families indicateda strongaggregationpropen-

sity to form higher-order oligomers that finally assembled into fibrillary structures, as

observed in scanning electron microscopy images (Figure 1L). In sharp contrast, the

ESImass spectrumofAFAunder similar experimental conditionsexhibitedamuch lower

affinity of monomeric conformers for aggregation, as shown in Figures 3E and S11. The

spectrum showed a predominant presence of the+1 charge state, with a lesser intensity

of dimers and trimers along with only a tiny amount of tetramers and pentamers.

AlthoughAFAwas found to form clusters up to the +5 charge state, prominent intensity

was observed only up to oligomers of +3: [n(AFA)+H]+ (n = 1–5), [n(AFA)+2H]2+ (n = 7–

13), and [n(AFA)+3H]3+ (n=12–15) (Figures 3HandS12; Table S3). TheESI-IMS-MSdata

presented clear differences between the spectral ‘‘fingerprints’’ of AAF undergoing

strong aggregation into higher-order clusters, whereas AFA epitomized significantly

lower aggregation propensity. This further clarified the behavior of AFA, which

existed mainly as soluble monomeric conformers in solution and showed reluctance

to form any ordered nanostructures (Figure 1G). Although FAA was expected to

show a spectral pattern and ESI-IMS-MS plot similar to aggregated AAF, the traces

of higher-order oligomers could not be detected clearly (Figures 3F, 3I, S11, and S12;

Table S4). Under the applied experimental concentration, FAA converted into a gel-

like, semi-solid matrix, which might affect the experimental results and the exact

proportions of higher-order oligomeric structures compared with analogous

tripeptides.
Solution structure and aggregation analysis by NMR spectroscopy

To probe the molecular conformation of the tripeptides in solution and ensure a

similar molecular organization with the solid-state structure, comprehensive NMR

spectroscopy studies were carried out in 9:1 H2O/2H2O solution at 10 mM concen-

tration and pH �7. 1D 1H spectra showed a single set of resonances for all three tri-

peptides (Figure 3J). The NMR assignments were inferred from 2D [1H-1H]-TOCSY,

2D [1H-1H]-NOESY, [13C-1H]-HSQC, and [15N-1H]-HSQC spectra (Figures 3K, 3L,

S13, and S14). The amide temperature coefficients were calculated from NMR

spectra recorded at different temperatures ranging from 5�C–30�C (Figure S15).

The amide temperature coefficients for Ala2 (FAA), Phe2 (AFA), Ala2 (AAF), and

Phe3 (AAF) were less than 5 ppb/K (Table S5), suggesting their involvement in

hydrogen bonding. The chemical shifts and 3JHNa values were measured from 1D
(G–I) ESI-IMS-MS 2D plot of the (G) AAF, (H) AFA, and (I) FAAmonomers through to oligomers. ESI-IMS-MS 2D plots show the IMS drift time versus mass/

charge (m/z) versus intensity (z, square-root scale). The different charge families are marked with white boxes. The numbers indicate the corresponding

oligomeric states (for details, see Supplemental information).

(J) One-dimensional 1H NMR spectra of tripeptides (FAA, blue; AAF, red; AFA, green) dissolved in 90% H2O/10% 2H2O, with assignments labeled.

(K and L) 2D [1H-1H]-NOESY (blue) and [1H-1H]-TOCSY (red) NMR spectra of AFA (K) and AAF (L). For clarity, only the fingerprint region of TOCSY/

NOESY spectra is shown, and the assignments are labeled.
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and 2DNMR spectra to obtain evidence regarding the nature of the secondary struc-

tures (Table S5). For AAF, themeasured 3JHNa values for Ala2 (5.8 Hz) and Phe3 (8 Hz)

designate a helical-turn-like and an extended conformation for Ala2 and Phe3,

respectively, showing the existence of a molecular organization in solution similar

to that observed in the solid state. The 3JHNa values for the residues of AFA were

between 6 and less than 8 Hz, indicating that the peptide has a disordered/extended

conformation, which is in accordance with the solid-state structural arrangement.

FAA shows 3JHNa values in a range similar to that of AFA. Additionally, for AAF, a

large HN chemical shift dispersion was observed compared with FAA and AFA, sup-

porting the conformations mentioned above for these peptides (Figures 3J–3L and

S13). Further, the self-association of tripeptides under these conditions was moni-

tored by measuring translational diffusion coefficient measurements using DOSY

NMR experiments (Figure S16). However, the measured diffusion coefficients were

found to be quite similar for all three peptides, with hydrodynamic radii between

1.18–1.28 nm (Table S6), suggesting the absence of higher-order aggregates in so-

lution. DOSY spectra were also recorded for FAA and AAF at a higher concentration

of 40 mM. Although AAF remained entirely in solution at this concentration, FAA

produced larger subcritical aggregates that came out of the solution, leaving mono-

mers and small oligomers in solution, resulting in similar diffusion coefficient values

observed at a lower concentration. Also, identical chemical shifts were observed at

different concentrations (10 and 40mM) and at different time intervals (day 1 and day

28) (Figure S17), further showing the existence of mainly non-aggregative units in so-

lution in an isotropic environment.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used widely to dissect the mechanisms of

peptide aggregation and interactions.60–62 To understand the distinct solubility of

AAF, FAA, and AFA at the molecular level, we performed all-atom MD simulations

on systems consisting of 60 AAF, FAA, or AFA molecules in aqueous solutions (Fig-

ures 4, S18, and S19). All simulations started from randomly disordered states (Fig-

ures 4A–4C). Within 300 ns, AAF and FAA molecules aggregated into a large and

relatively compact cluster with only a few molecules dispersed in solution and the

compact aggregate maintained until the end of the simulation (Figures 4A and

4B). In contrast, AFAmolecules first aggregated into a large but loosely packed clus-

ter that split into two separate clusters at t = 500 ns (Figure 4C).

To characterize the shape of the aggregates, we calculated the probability density

function (PDF) of RgY/RgX and RgZ/RgX of the largest assemblies, where RgX,

RgY, and RgZ are the radii of gyration (Rgs) of a nanoassembly with respect to the

three principal axes x, y, and z. RgY and RgZ of AAF were almost the same but larger

than RgX, which corresponds to a prolate aggregate, suggesting elongation poten-

tial of AAF during fibril formation (Figure 4D). As for FAA and AFA, RgY and RgZ of

the aggregates were much closer to RgX, indicating formation of sphere-like nano-

aggregates (Figures 4E and 4F). Comparison of the cluster number and the largest

cluster size in the three systems showed that AAF and FAA formed much larger ag-

gregates than AFA, indicating their stronger aggregation propensity and lower sol-

ubility (Figure 4G). The smaller solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of AAF

and FAA reveals that more AAF and FAA molecules assemble into aggregates,

consistent with their stronger aggregation propensity compared with AFA. More

importantly, the side chains of the Phe residues in AAF and FAA showed a smaller

solvent-exposed surface than those in AFA, indicating that the aromatic rings of

AAF and FAA play a major role in aggregate formation, in contrast to AFA (Fig-

ure 4H). As shown in Figure 4I, AAF and FAA form more inter-peptide H-bonds
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021



Figure 4. Distinct solubility of AAF, FAA, and AFA probed by all-atom MD simulations

(A–C) Snapshots of (A) AAF, (B) FAA, and (C) AFA aggregates at three time points. Tripeptide molecules are shown in van der Waals (VDW)

representation, with Ala in yellow and Phe in blue.

(D–F) Probability density function (PDF) of RgY/RgX and RgZ/RgX of the largest aggregates, where RgX, RgY, and RgZ are the radii of gyration (Rg) of a

nanoassembly with respect to the three principle axes x, y, and z.

(G–I) PDF of the number of clusters and the size of the largest cluster, SASA of tripeptide molecules and Phe residues, and number of H-bonds formed

between tripeptides (Np-p) and between tripeptide and water molecules (Np-w).

(J–L) The free energy landscape (FEL) of p-p stacking plotted as a function of the centroid distance and the angle between two aromatic rings.

(M–O) Probability of the parallel p-p stacking pattern within 0–200 ns and 200–500 ns.
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and fewer H-bonds with water molecules compared with AFA, revealing that AAF

and FAA possess stronger aggregation propensity and lower solubility.

To reveal the contribution of each residue to the different aggregation propensities

of the three peptides, we calculated the time evolution of their fraction of SASA

(Figures S19A–S19C). The SASA fraction of the Phe side chains in AAF dropped

rapidly from 0.38 to 0.29 within the first 100 ns and then fluctuated around this
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 13
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value until the end of the simulation, whereas the SASA fraction of the N-terminal

Ala increased quickly to 0.22, indicating that the aromatic ring of AAF is mostly

buried in the aggregates, whereas the N-terminal Ala is solvent exposed. As for

the second Ala in the peptide sequence, its SASA fraction did not change signifi-

cantly throughout the entire simulation (Figure S19A). Although FAA exhibited

strong aggregation propensity similar to AAF, the SASA fraction of Phe side chains

increased slightly to 0.41 before t = 129 ns and then decreased to 0.38 with fluc-

tuation, revealing that the aromatic rings in FAA are not buried in the aggregates

like those in AAF. Instead, the C-terminal Ala tended to be buried, as evidenced by

the slight decrease of the SASA fraction (Figure S19B). In AFA systems, the SASA

fraction of each residue exhibited no significant change throughout the entire simu-

lation (Figure S19C), indicating that the aggregation propensity of AFA is very

weak. The Phe and Ala residues make sequence-dependent contributions to the

solvent exposure of the peptide, leading to different solubilities for the three

peptides.

We also calculated the contact probability for each residue pair to uncover interac-

tions crucial for the different self-assembly capabilities of AAF, FAA, and AFA (Fig-

ures S19D–S19F). The Phe-Phe pair in AAF and AFA showed the highest contact

probability (0.732 and 0.449, respectively), indicating a dominant role of the Phe-

Phe interaction in self-assembly of AAF and AFA. In contrast, the highest contact

probability in FAA was detected between Phe and the C-terminal Ala, and the con-

tact probability between Phe residues ranked second, with a value of 0.421. The con-

tact probability between Phe residues in AAF is much higher than that in FAA and

AFA, indicating that the Phe-Phe interaction is crucial for aggregate formation by

AAF. The interaction strength among different residue pairs in FAA is quite similar,

revealing strong interaction competition and lack of a dominant interaction, which

may lead to imperfect molecular packing and explain the inability of FAA to grow

good-quality single crystals.

To explore the role of aromatic stacking in self-assembly of the three tripeptides, we

calculated the free energy landscape (FEL) of p-p stacking as a function of the

centroid distance and the angle between two aromatic rings of AAF, FAA, and

AFA (Figures 4J–4L). The stacking patterns are classified into three categories ac-

cording to the angles: parallel (0�–30�), herringbone (30�–60�), and perpendicular

(T-shaped, 60�–90�). The FEL shows that the aromatic stacking of AAF and FAA is

much stronger than that of AFA. Perpendicular and herringbone stacking patterns,

rather than the parallel pattern, are dominant, in contrast to the aromatic stacking

pattern observed in tripeptide crystal structures. This is probably because of the

fact that our MD simulations at a nanosecond timescale can only explore the early

stage of tripeptide self-assembly, which is far from the timescale required for crystal-

lization. The early-formed aggregates still undergo structural reorganization toward

thermodynamically stable crystal structures. Furthermore, statistical analysis of the

parallel stacking within 0–200 ns and 200–500 ns shows that the probability of the

parallel pattern in AAF increases significantly over the simulation time (Figure 4M),

showing a strong tendency toward the stacking pattern observed in the crystal struc-

ture. However, such a tendency is not observed in the FAA and AFA systems (Figures

4N and 4O).

To investigate the aggregation propensity of AAF, FAA, and AFA at a larger size

scale, we performed 3-ms coarse-grained (CG) MD simulations on systems consist-

ing of 720 AAF, FAA, or AFA molecules in aqueous solution. All three tripeptides

self-assembled into large aggregates from the dispersed states (Figures 5A–5C).
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Figure 5. Large size scale analysis of the different aggregation propensities of AAF, FAA, and AFA using microsecond-long CG MD simulations

(A–C) Snapshots of AAF, FAA, and AFA aggregates at four time points. The CG beads of the main chain and side chain are colored yellow and blue,

respectively.

(D–F) Time evolution of (D) the number of clusters, (E) the size of the largest cluster, and (F) the SASA of the aggregates.

(G–I) FEL of intermolecular p-p stacking in the largest cluster, plotted as a function of the centroid distance and the angle between two aromatic rings.

The basins of the parallel stacking pattern are marked by arrows.
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The cluster number of AAF and FAA dropped rapidly within the first 300 ns and

reached a plateau of 12 and 5, respectively, at t = 500 ns, whereas the cluster num-

ber of AFA decreased slowly to a larger value of 86 (Figure 5D). The size of the

largest cluster of FAA increased and reached a value of 706 at t = 770 ns, corre-

sponding to formation of one large aggregate within 1 ms (purple line in Figure 5E

and snapshot at t = 1 ms in Figure 5B). Interestingly, the size of the largest cluster of

AAF was smaller than that of FAA after t = 770 ns, followed by an increase to a

value only slightly smaller than that of FAA at t = 2.3 ms (blue line in Figure 5E).

AAF self-assembled into two aggregates around t = 1 ms (snapshot at t = 1 ms in

Figure 5A), which then started to fuse into a large prolate aggregate (snapshots

at t = 2 ms and 3 ms in Figure 5A). AFA showed the smallest size of the largest clus-

ter after t = 1 ms, and the largest cluster size only reached a value of 624 at t = 3 ms

(orange line in Figure 5E), leaving almost 100 AFA molecules dispersed in solution

(snapshot at t = 3 ms in Figure 5C). More importantly, the largest cluster size of AFA

fluctuated the most, indicating that AFA molecules exchange dynamically into and

out of the aggregates. Thus, AFA molecules display the highest mobility, in accor-

dance with its highest solubility. The rapid decrease of the SASA also reveals that

all three tripeptide molecules aggregate into large aggregates from dispersed

states (Figure 5F). These data indicate that the aggregation propensities of the
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 15



Figure 6. Solid-state packing underlies the solubility of Phe-containing peptides at different

length scales

The solubility of single amino acids (NH3
+-F-COO�), dipeptides (NH3

+-FF-COO�.H2O, NH3
+-FL-

COO�.H2O, and NH3
+-LF-COO�.H2O), and tripeptides (NH3

+-FFF-COO�, NH2
+-PFF-COO�,

NH3
+-GFF-COO�.H2O, NH3

+-AFF-COO�.TFA.H2O, NH3
+-AAF-COO�.TFA, and NH3

+-AFA-

COO�.TFA.AcOH.H2O) is represented by squares, circles, and triangles, respectively. The solid-

state structure of the corresponding peptide is presented in a box of the same color as the symbol.

Black and blue arrows indicate the presence of one and more than one type of aromatic-aromatic

stacking, respectively, in the structure.
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tripeptide molecules are in the order of FAA > AAF > AFA. Aggregates formed in

CG MD simulations were indeed larger and more structurally ordered than those in

all-atom MD simulations. We also calculated the FEL of p-p stacking in the largest

cluster of AAF, FAA, and AFA as a function of the centroid distance and the angle

between two aromatic rings (Figures 5G–5I). A minimum-energy basin located at

15� and 0.48 nm was observed in the free energy surface, corresponding to forma-

tion of the parallel stacking pattern in the aggregates of AAF, FAA, and AFA.

These data reveal that the probability of parallel aromatic stacking patterns in-

creases with system size and simulation timescale, but the perpendicular and

herringbone stacking patterns are still dominant.
Screening of peptide library

To further investigate whether the notion of solid-state packing-dependent solubi-

lity is applicable only to the studied tripeptide series or whether it is a generic

phenomenon that is lawful for all peptides, we prepared a focused library of

Phe-based peptides with similar compositions at different length scales (Figure 6;

Table S7). For proof of principle, a number of building units staring from the single

amino acid (F)63 through dipeptides (FF, LF, and FL)64 to tripeptides (FFF, PFF,

GFF, and AFF),27,28,65 all having knowledge of structural information, were

selected as queries to investigate water solubility at room temperature and pH

6.8 and compared with the three peptides studied here. The single amino acid

F, with one p-p interaction per molecule, was soluble up to 125 mM. Upon

increasing the chain length, the solubility of aromatic peptides decreased gradu-

ally. FF, comprising two types of p-p interactions per molecule, could be solubi-

lized at a maximal concentration of 8.1 mM. However, replacing one F with an

aliphatic amino acid raised the solubility to some extent because of the decrease

in the number of aromatic-aromatic interactions. Thus, FL and LF with one aro-

matic stacking per molecule showed a higher solubility of 28.3 mM and
16 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021
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19.4 mM, respectively, than FF. The tripeptide FFF was found to exhibit signifi-

cantly lower water solubility (0.5 mM) because of the increased number of p-p

interaction (three types per molecule). However, lowering the number of aromatic

side chains gradually increased the solubility; PFF and GFF, each comprising two

types of aromatic-aromatic interactions per molecule, showed a threshold concen-

tration of 2.6 mM and 14.5 mM, respectively. Surprisingly, despite the similar

composition and hydrophobicity, AFF displayed a 6-fold higher solubility of

98.3 mM compared with GFF. The solid-state structure of AFF revealed absence

of any p-p interaction in the packing because of antiparallel b-sheet structure for-

mation (Figure S20). The observed lack of aromatic interactions in the molecular

organization and the tremendous increase in AFF solubility is in accordance with

the discovered 6-fold and 15-fold higher solubility of AFA without aromatic-aro-

matic stacking compared with the analogous peptides AAF and FAA, respectively,

exerting strong aromatic interactions in the solid state. The solubility of a solid in

water mainly depends on two factors: the stability of the solute crystal lattice and

the interaction of the solute with water. For the molecule to dissolve in the

aqueous solvent, it must be able to dissociate from its crystal lattice. Therefore,

the general solubility equation (GSE) used to predict aqueous solubility indicates

solubility at room temperature as a simple function of its melting temperature

(Tm).
66,67 However, many suggested structure-property associations in the litera-

ture are valid only for the immediate system described and lack full transferability

to a wider context. To investigate the relation between solubility and melting

point, the Tm of all of the above mentioned amino acids and peptides was

measured at room temperature (Table S7). Correlation between solubility and

melting point was found only within isostructural groups having a similar length

of chains, but anomalies appear for different lengths of peptides, further indi-

cating our motivation for extended elucidation of the process of solubility. On

the other hand, screening of a peptide library and the observed solid-state pack-

ing-dependent water solubility perfectly validates our proposed principle of the

molecular origin of peptide solubility based on solid-state structure.

In summary, understanding and prediction of peptide solubility in water is of rele-

vance in diverse areas such as basic chemistry, materials science, and molecular

medicine. However, the puzzle still remains unresolved, and there is an extreme

need for in-depth exploration. The experimental results presented here show

that solid-state packing guides the water solubility of aromatic peptides. The anal-

ogous tripeptides AFA, AAF, and FAA, obtained only by sequence alteration,

exhibit significantly different solubility stemming from their different molecular

packing at the atomic level. Lacking any p-p interactions, AFA has 6-fold and

15-fold higher solubility than AAF and FAA, respectively, which comprise aromatic

stacking in the solid-state structure. The extremely poor aggregation of AFA further

supports its predominant presence as a soluble monomeric conformer in solution.

Comprehensive NMR analysis reveals the molecular conformation in solution to be

similar to the solid-state structure. All-atom and CG MD simulations demonstrate

their differences in aggregation propensity and solubility and provide explanations

at the molecular level for the unexpected solubility of AFA. Additionally, screening

of a focused peptide library based on Phe-containing peptides at different length

scales establishes this notion more firmly. Solubility and the number of aromatic

side chains are inversely related as long as all aromatic side chains are involved

in the p-p interaction. However, a major discrepancy of this general trend is found

in peptides lacking p-p stacking in the solid-state structure, which exhibits a

remarkably high critical soluble concentration. The results illustrate the molecular

origin of high solubility of certain aromatic peptides and are significant steps
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100391, April 21, 2021 17
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forward in understanding peptide solubility, potentially paving the way for modular

design of future peptide drugs based on highly soluble aromatic peptides.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Ehud Gazit (ehudga@tauex.tau.ac.il).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

The data supporting the findings of this study are available in the article and

the Supplemental information. X-ray crystallography data for AAF (cif) have

been deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC). The acces-

sion number is CCDC:1942277. These data can be obtained free of charge from the

CCDC. All other data are available from the lead contact upon reasonable request.
Preparation of peptide solution and concentration measurements

The peptides were synthesized by DGpeptides (Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China) and pu-

rified to more than 95% followed by MS confirmation of their identity (Figures S21–

S23). All peptides were stored at �20�C. Solutions of peptides were prepared by

suspension in distilled water, followed by vigorous vortexing for 2 min at room tem-

perature. The samples were then centrifuged for 15 min at 6,000 rpm. The critical

concentrations of the peptide solutions were determined by UV spectrophotometry

using a Cary 100 spectrophotometer. Spectra were recorded between 300 and

200 nm with a reading every 0.5 nm and a scan rate of 400 nm/min. Glass cuvettes

of 10-mm path length were used for the experiments. Concentration was calculated

based on absorption at 257 nm. All other experimental details are described in the

Supplemental experimental procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2021.100391.
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